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I n the past several decades, the biopharmaceutical industry has 
made great progress in developing novel therapies for people 
suffering from serious diseases (1, 2). Impressive achievements 
have been enabled by applying tools such as advanced human 

genetics to unravel the complexities of disease to understand its 
fundamental biological mechanism (3, 4). That has led to 
development of biopharmaceutical modalities such as monoclonal 
antibodies (MAbs) and bispecific antibodies. To facilitate 
commercialization of these therapies, new manufacturing platforms 
have evolved around next-generation manufacturing technologies 
to produce high-quality medicines (5, 6). High-quality raw materials 
are essential components of those platforms that should be 
considered when defining the overall control strategy for 
manufacturing processes and the products they make.

Ensuring the quality of pharmaceuticals requires deep knowledge 
and consideration of all factors that go into making them (7). That 
starts with an in-depth understanding of the capability of the 
processes and manufacturing platforms involved, and that in turn 
is informed by knowledge gained throughout clinical and process 
development, process subject matter expertise, and lessons learned 
from historical manufacturing experience. In addition, all outside 
factors that can affect manufacturing outcomes must be taken into 
consideration. The modern industry places emphasis on defining a 
quality target product profile (QTTP), critical quality attributes 
(CQAs), and critical process parameters (CPPs) (8).

Diversity in therapeutic modality within a product portfolio adds 
complexity with respect to the need for multiple manufacturing 
platforms. Extra vigilance is necessary for understanding all 
potential sources of variation and maintaining robust control 
strategies to ensure process consistency and ultimately product 
quality for patients. One element to consider is the raw materials 
used for manufacturing pharmaceuticals (9, 10). All unit operations 
throughout the biomanufacturing workflow require multiple raw 
materials that must be fit for their intended use. Such materials 
can present a challenging source of variation because they can 
come from multifaceted supply chains with several starting 
materials and subsuppliers that must be considered from the 
perspective of their potential to impact process performance and 
product quality (11).

Elements of a Raw Material  
Control Strategy
Comprehensive knowledge and robust controls are important to all 
raw materials used in the manufacture of biopharmaceuticals (12). 
Fundamental elements of a raw material control strategy include 
in-depth technical knowledge of the material attributes, well-
defined material specifications, and an understanding of supplier 
capabilities and controls. Test strategies and reliable test methods 
are essential for incoming materials. The strategic elements must 
be informed by thorough risk analysis (13). Defining a raw material 

Back to Contents

Ensuring pharmaceutical 
quality begins with 
in-depth understanding 
of process/platform 
CAPABILITIES, 
which is informed by 
knowledge gained 
through product and 
process development, 
subject-matter expertise, 
and lessons learned.
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control strategy for a therapeutic candidate is a process that starts 
early in product development and is built with knowledge gained 
throughout each phase. A data-driven approach enhances a 
product’s ability to meet its QTPP reliably.

Attribute-Based Specifications and Controls: At the core of 
a comprehensive raw material control strategy is a focus on 
material attributes. Once raw material selection has occurred, a 
company must make an effort to understand fully the role that 
each material plays in the biomanufacturing process at hand. That 
role is defined by the attributes of the material that affect process 
performance and product quality. In addition to understanding the 
most important material attributes, process development groups 
must identify and implement the right control measures to 
minimize variation in these attributes. 

Material Target Attribute Profile: An attribute-based approach 
to product and process development provides a company with 
deeper understanding about its therapeutic molecule and how to 
consistently produce that product with respect to yield and to 
meeting defined product quality and associated ranges (14). Those 
principles can be applied to raw materials. Doing so requires a 
framework for identifying important material attributes necessary 
to determine what makes a given material fit for its intended 
purpose (Figure 1). The output of that exercise is a material target 
attribute profile (MTAP).

http://www.biaseparations.com/?utm_source=BPI&utm_medium=eBook&utm_campaign=RawMaterials-2020
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Defining that profile starts 
with a material-attribute 
assessment, in which process 
developers seek to understand 
how a material is used in a 
given process and the impact it 
can have on the ability of that 
process to meet the QTPP. 
Through a series of questions 
focused on defining quantitative 
requirements, it is possible to 
clarify the relationship between material attributes and process 
outcomes. Identification of knowledge gaps could prompt a search 
for additional sources of information such as scientific literature or 
data obtained through design and execution of targeted process 
characterization studies. A comprehensive MTAP is a key element 
for developing science-based raw material specifications. In 
addition, the execution of a risk-based material-attribute control 
assessment helps us ensure that fit-for-purpose raw materials are 
used for manufacturing product that can meet its QTPP consistently. 

Material-Attribute Controls: A material-attribute control 
assessment should include coverage of all possible sources that 
might contribute to raw material variation. That requires in-depth 
understanding of how a given raw material is manufactured, as 
well as the quality system and supply chain supporting it. MTAPs 
can be used to facilitate meaningful dialogue with suppliers about 
their manufacturing and analytical testing capabilities and about 
the controls they have in place that enable them to deliver 
materials reliably with the desired attributes. The resulting 
information can provide an additional lens through which we can 
assess the robustness of our raw material specifications and 
release testing strategies. 

Another important aspect of the attribute-control strategy is 
alignment regarding a biopharmaceutical company’s expectations 
for attribute testing, such as an analytical method’s specificity and 
limit of detection. Providing transparency about specific raw 
material requirements and testing also presents an opportunity for 
collaboration between suppliers and pharmaceutical manufacturers 
on raw material risk reduction and continuous improvement 
initiatives. 

Having an attribute focus is not only fundamental for developing 
a comprehensive, science-based raw material control strategy 
during product development; carrying it forward through the raw 
material management process facilitates more informed phase-
appropriate decisions throughout a biopharmaceutical product’s 
lifecycle.

Data Analytics Enhance  
Understanding and Control 
Establishing a well-defined raw material target attribute profile, 

Figure 1: Material target attribute profile framework; QTPP = quality target 
product profile
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translating it into material specifications, and sourcing the right 
materials that are fit for purpose is paramount for ensuring 
consistent process performance and meeting a set QTPP. But this is 
not the end of the journey for a raw material. Ensuring a continued 
state of control requires proactive assessment of performance over 
time. Advances in data analytics capabilities now provide us with 
an opportunity to harness the power of information to monitor raw 
material performance over time. 

Among other companies in the pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
sector, Amgen has invested in establishing a data analytics 
infrastructure to gain improved insights into process performance 
and product quality using systems that integrate data from 
multiple sources (15, 16). Those tools provide us with the capability 
to track and trend data in the most effective way. It is possible to 
leverage the same analytics to advance our understanding of raw 
material variation. Incorporating raw material data can provide 
additional insights about the relationship between raw material 
attributes and product-quality attributes. Introducing statistical 
process controls to include critical material attributes upstream of 
a typical process and product monitoring program is an efficient 
approach to managing variability that could compromise product 
quality. Timely detection with appropriate interventions to prevent 
such impacts offers another means of enhancing a drug candidate’s 
ability to meet its QTPP reliably.

Raw material attribute data can come from different sources, 
such as quality control (QC) release testing and supplier certificates 
of analysis (CoAs). Having suppliers share their CoAs in an 
electronic format following the ASTM E-3077-17 standard guide for 
electronic data transfer provides an enriched source of data that 
offers increased insight into raw material attribute performance 
(17). Steps must be taken to integrate multiple data sources 
seamlessly and “clean” the data to make them usable for analysis. 
Considering the large pool of available data, a systematic process 
must be established to get the most out of our ability to automate 
assessment of raw material performance (Figure 2). A team of 
crossfunctional partners can provide expertise for technical, 
quality, and external supply chain aspects. They can review raw 
material data trends to identify weak signals in the datasets and 
establish rules for addressing those signals. The team’s objective 
would be to predict potential issues and mitigate risk proactively 
before problems occur. Applying machine-learning models also 
can aid in those predictive capabilities.

When considering data signals that might suggest that a raw 
material attribute is trending toward a specification limit or could 
be subject to test-method variability, we need an established set of 
rules for determining which material attribute trends warrant 
further consideration. For example, the results can be reviewed in 
terms of a capability index such as Ppk (18), as described in the 
box above right. A defined threshold (e.g., Ppk > 1.0) would suggest 
that a process has acceptable capability for the material attribute 

Measuring Process 
Capability 
The “process capability” (Pp) metric 
helps engineers measure process 
output against specifications to 
determine how distributed the 
outcome of a process. Results are 
compared with upper and lower 
specification limits (USL, LSL). The 
difference between those two is called 
the specification spread. The process 
spread is the distance between the 
highest and lowest values actually 
generated. Specification spread is 
static, and a process must yield values 
within those bounds. 
Here’s where the “six-sigma” principle 
comes in:  Pp = (USL – LSL) ÷ 6σ, 
where σ is the standard deviation. 
“Six-sigma quality” requires a Pp value 
>1.5, which would reflect a process 
with <3.4 defects per million 
opportunities (DPMO).
Ppk is another performance index that 
measures how close a process mean’s 
proximity is to the specification limits. 
In other words, does this process 
regularly deliver acceptable results? 
This is determined by measuring how 
“centered” the process is. 
Ppk is calculated two ways depending 
on how a process is trending. If the 
mean trends closer to the USL, then 
Ppk = [USL – x(bar)] ÷ 3σ, where x(bar) 
is the process mean. If a process is 
trending closer to the LSL, then Ppk =  
[x(bar) – LSL ] ÷ 3σ. A Ppk of 1.0 means 
that there is “half of a bell curve” 
between the center of the process and 
the nearest specification limit. So the 
process is completely centered.
For more detailed and helpful 
information on these concepts, check 
out https://sixsigmastudyguide.com.
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to meet a required specification 
over time. A Ppk value below 
the threshold would prompt 
further assessment by the 
crossfunctional team to 
determine the cause and 
establish a mitigation strategy 
to prevent potential out-of-
specification events. 

Establishing a response 
framework for material attribute 
trends that is below the 
preestablished threshold is a 
key element of a systematic data 
analytics process. Criteria must 
be set for deciding whether 
further action is warranted. For example, material attributes with 
small datasets could require only close monitoring until enough 
data have been collected to establish adequate understanding of 
the material’s capability to meet an attribute specification 
continually. In some cases, risks might be known and already 
accepted based on established mitigations, with documented 
justification for that decision. For those material-attribute trends 
that do require additional action, a crossfunctional team can 
assess technical, quality, and supply-chain aspects to determine 
the best course of action. That may involve partnering with 
suppliers to gain insights and work actively toward reducing 
variability for improving long-term raw material performance. 

Predict-and-Plan Capability
As exciting breakthroughs continue to be made in the development 
of novel therapies for unmet medical needs, their level of 
technological complexity will continue to grow. To ensure delivery 
of high-quality medicines for patients who need them, all potential 
sources of variation must be understood and controlled during 
process development. That focus must include raw materials. A 
robust raw material control strategy founded on attribute knowledge 
is needed to ensure process performance and consistently achieve 
a defined target product profile. Application of data analytics can 
provide additional insight about the impact of raw material 
variability, thus providing us with the capability to predict and 
prevent trouble ahead. 
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